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would have forced issue after issue until he had driven Hugen-
berg from the field. But Bruening was not a clever parliamentarian
and the vote lulled him to a sense of false security. Hugenberg
indeed made plain his reasons; he did not want to provoke a
crisis; his action implied no acceptance of responsibility or pledge
of support; the aim of the Right remained a Right coalition and
the union of all "national" groups and parties, an aim which
incidentally received recognition from Hitler in the shape of an
ostentatious withdrawal from all co-operation with the Hugenberg
faction. As a result, Bruening felt that from Hugenberg he had
nothing to fear, discounting entirely his enormous power as a
moulder of opinion in the country. He had indeed nothing to
fear from him in parliament. Not only was his party divided, but
on the Left there had been signs that opposition would not be
pushed too far and that a union of Right and Left was almost
impossible. It was noteworthy that eminent Socialists, including
the late chancellor, had abstained from voting, a procedure which
it would have taken a good deal of false logic to defend, and it
seemed, therefore, plausible that "arrangements" could always
be come to. At the very outset of his new departure Bruening
insensibly fell into the old Centrist way of basing existence not
only on keeping possible adversaries steadily divided, but on never
ceasing to regard them as possible allies. The net result of the
vote was that all the parties settled down with a sigh of relief
to the good old juggling game. The cabinet had its majority;
there was no need for exceptional powers; the pleasant system
of bargaining would maintain it in power until it would be too
late for even its determined chancellor to take independent action.
In the discussions and forecasts after the vote hardly one of the
omniscient got near to a true appreciation of the actual situation,
much less to a correct prophecy of what was to follow.
The cabinet followed up its victory by at once submitting its
financial proposals and economic programme to the Reichstag.
The government majority fell to six, an interesting proof of the
failure to get a coalition programme, but the proposals., a clever
blend of help to agriculture, relief to industry, and readjust-
ment of taxation, were through. The chancellor indeed had to

